By car

From Nürnberg via the motorway A3:
Exit 72/ Rottendorf, right hand via B8 direction Würzburg and go straight ahead. Exit the B8 at the waste-fueled power station, exit Gerbrunn/ Uni Hubland. Take a right direction to Gerbrunn/ Universität Würzburg and go straight ahead. After approx. 2.2 km you turn right into the street Am Galgenberg. Turn right after 400 m into the Campus Hubland Nord into the Emil-Fischer-Straße. After 400 m, the Josef-Martin-Weg 52 is on the left side.

From Frankfurt/ Main via the motorway A3:
Exit 70/ Würzburg/ Heidingsfeld. Left hand, B19 direction Würzburg. Follow the B19 towards Würzburg for about 3 km. Make a right turn direction Gerbrunn/ University Am Hubland. Follow the Rottendorfer Straße for 700 m and then turn right into the street Am Galgenberg. After 1.2 km turn left into the Campus Hubland Nord/ Emil-Fischer-Straße. After approx. 400 m, the Josef-Martin-Weg 52 is on the left side.

From Stuttgart via the motorway A81/ A3:
At the motorway interchange Kist you leave the A81 and take the A3 direction Nürnberg. Leave the motorway A3 at the exit 70/ Würzburg/ Heidingsfeld. Turn right direction Gerbrunn/ University Am Hubland. Follow the Rottendorfer Straße for 700 m and then turn right into the street Am Galgenberg. After 1.2 km turn left into the Campus Hubland Nord/ Emil-Fischer-Straße. After approx. 400 m, the Josef-Martin-Weg 52 is on the left side.

From Ulm via the motorway A7:
Exit 103/ Kitzingen-Biebelried, right hand via B8 direction Würzburg and go straight ahead. Exit the B8 at the waste-fueled power station, exit Gerbrunn/ Uni Hubland. Take a right direction to Gerbrunn/ Universität Würzburg and go straight ahead. After approx. 2.2 km you turn right into the street Am Galgenberg. Turn right after 400 m into the Campus Hubland Nord into the Emil-Fischer-Straße. After 400 m, the Josef-Martin-Weg 52 is on the left side.
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